21 1 1 Abstract 22 Different modes of transgenerational inheritance are expected to affect population 23 persistence in fluctuating environments. We here analyze Caenorhabiditis elegans 24 density-independent per capita growth rate time series on 36 populations experiencing 6 25 controlled sequences of challenging oxygen level fluctuations across 60 generations, and 26 parameterize competing models of transgenerational inheritance that do not involve 27
to anoxia. Populations from both treatments were paired to face the same sequence of The experiments were run in two different "blocks", each defined by the GA250 200 thawing date (2012 and 2015) and by the location where the experiments were done 201 (Lisbon and Paris). A random id was assigned to each population to avoid potential bias 202 during handling. The growth factor was measured by the same experimenter (SD). Data 203 from populations U1-U8 was previously presented in Figure 3B of Dey et al. (2016) . A 204 total of n=2128 observations were available for analysis ( Figure 1) . 205 3.4 Inference of transgenerational inheritance 206 We used a Bayesian approach to jointly infer the direct environmental effects and the 207 type of transgenerational inheritance that fit the observed population growth dynamics 208 in the 60 generation experiments. For inference we used only the data subset from 209 populations facing the environmental sequences with higher autocorrelation at lag 2 210 (sequences 25, 31, 32, 33) from both reliable and unreliable treatments for a total of 24 211 time series. We reserved the remaining 12 time series for cross-validation of the model 212 fitting. 213 We consider two modes of transgenerational inheritance, one which is revealed by 214 the specific parameters for combinations of offspring, maternal and grand maternal 215 environments, which we generally call AME, for anticipatory maternal effects. Envi-216 ronmental effects on offspring generations can be thought of as phenotypic plasticity, 217 while maternal and grand maternal effects have been variously called transgenerational 218 phenotypic plasticity or deterministic transgenerational effects, see discussion in (Proulx 219 and Teotónio, 2017) . In the second model of transgenerational inheritance we consider 220 an (unknown) environmentally-dependent property of the maternal phenotype that 221 carries over into the next generation in a diluted fashion and that is modified by the small RNAs) are transferred from mother to offspring and may be maintained by positive 226 feedback loops. In both kinds of models, we include a fixed additive effect of the location 227 of the experiment and of the blue light cue treatment. 228 We specified the models using STAN (Stan Development Team, 2018) and fit the 229 models using RStan which performs Bayesian inference using a Hamiltonian Monte 230 Carlo sampling to calculate the posterior probability of the model parameters given the 231 observed data (R version 3.3.2, RStan version 2.15.1). We confirmed that all models 232 reached convergence based on rhat values near 1 and that the MCMC chains were well 233 mixed. We specified uninformative priors in STAN (see supplementary RMarkdown 234 file for full R and Stan code). Fitted models were compared using both the generated For the AME models, we focus on models that allow for maternal and grand maternal 239 environmental effects, indexed by the number of environment specific parameters in the 240 model. Model 2 allows for an effect of the offspring environment (a direct environmental 241 effect), while model 4 allows for maternal environmental effects and model 8 includes grand maternal environmental effects as well. In the supplemental materials we present a broader set of models (Table S1) . 244 We modeled the growth rate data in each generation as a Gamma distribution where 245 the mode and standard deviation of the distribution depended on the current and past 246 environments experienced by the population. We chose to model and report the mode of 247 the Gamma distribution because the mode is a more intuitive descriptor of the Gamma 248 distribution and because the RStan function gamma takes rate and shape parameters 249 that are easily calculated from the mode and standard deviation (Kruschke, 2014) . In 250 any case, the mean and variance of the gamma distribution are unambiguously defined 251 by the mode and standard deviation. The mode of the Gamma distribution for the data 252 with index i is given by
where θ i is the mode parameter specified for data point i for the AME model in use 254 and given the environmental sequence (as in Table S1 ), δ L is the location effect and L i 255 is the indicator variable, taking on the value of 1 for data collected in Paris and -1 for 256 data collected in Lisbon. Similarly, δ C is the effect of the light cue given in the maternal 257 generation and C i is the indicator variable, taking on the value of 1 for generations that 258 received the light cue and -1 for generations that did not receive the light cue.
259
In more detail, we developed a set of alternative models to specify the values of θ i , 260 that could depend on the one generation, two generation, or three generation history, and 261 could assume asymmetric effects of anoxia and normoxia. In each model we effectively Table S1 . The value of θ i is thus given by
where W is the design vector that has values of 0 and 1 in the same order as in the 269 definition of Θ, with 1 indicating the sequence that led up to the data point i and all 270 other vector elements taking on the value 0.
271
The standard deviation of the Gamma distribution is assumed to depend on the 272 offspring environment alone (σ A and σ N ). Analysis of models with maternal effects on 273 the standard deviation show little improvement (not reported).
274
Given the mode and standard deviation of the Gamma distribution, the standard 275 rate and shape parameters (α, β) can be defined as
We used the function gamma_lpdf in RStan to increment the likelihood of observing 277 each data point given the rate and shape parameters. We then used the function call We also considered a model with a phenotype that carries over between generations.
285
In these models there is an un-observed "epigenetic" state, s, that is passed on to 286 offspring but modified by the environment every generation, t, which can be interpreted 287 as germline "reprogramming" or "resetting". The epigenetic phenotypic state simply 288 follows a geometric decay (at a rate of λ N or λ A ) towards the environment specific 289 deviation (c), with the addition of a process error term independent of the environment,
290
, so that in the generations experiencing normoxia the recursion is
while in the generations experiencing anoxia the recursion is
The error is modeled as a normal variate with variance σ 2 which is itself a fitted 293 parameter in the model. 294 We assume a direct effect of the environment in the current generation on the 295 population growth factor, as well as an effect of the current epigenetic state (itself 296 carried over from the last generation and modified by current conditions). The mode 297 for the Gamma distribution is then given by
where θ A is the direct environmental effect in anoxia, θ N is the direct environmental 299 effect in normoxia, and E i the indicator variable taking the value 1 in anoxia and 0 in 300 normoxia. The other parameters are defined as in the AME models. Also as in the 301 AME models, the standard deviation depends on the current environment alone and is 302 assumed to be independent of the past environment and the epigenetic state. We used this method to compare the alternative models of transgenerational inheritance 308 to the data from which the parameters were inferred. This method allows one to identify 309 models that miss key features of the dataset, but does not assess the sensitivity of the fit 310 to the specific data used. We generated distribution plots of the population geometric 311 mean fitness for AME models 1, 2, and 4 as well as for the carryover model. These were compared to the empirically observed geometric mean population growth. Our second model validation approach also used posterior predictive plots, but employed 314 cross-validation and thus ensuring that the fit is not overly sensitive to the specific data 315 used to fit the parameters. For cross-validation, we used the fitted models to predict 316 time series data of the 12 populations that faced the environmental sequences 11 and 317 19, since these sequences had the smallest autocorrelations at lags higher than 2 when 318 compared to the sequences employed for inference ( Figures 1 and S1 ).
319
To generate posterior predictive plots, we used the Generated Quantities sampling 320 capabilities of RStan to create forward simulations of the growth rates of populations 321 facing different experimental sequences. This approach sampled parameters from the 322 posterior distribution and then generated simulated data using the modeled probability 323 distributions. of anoxia and normoxia, where the probability of repeating the same environment was ρ.
330
We then filtered sequences to ensure that the number of anoxia generations was equal 331 to the number of normoxia generations (in this way we held constant the main effect of 332 the frequency of anoxic generations). This produced a set of environmental sequences 333 that varied in the observed autocorrelation at lag 1 between -1 and 1, although the 334 distribution included more negatively autocorrelated than positively autocorrelated 335 sequences.
336
We then used the posterior distributions of parameters to forecast population growth 337 dynamics, drawing a new set of parameters for each environmental sequence. We 338 calculated the geometric mean growth rate over the entire environmental sequence.
339
4 Results
340
In Figure 1 we plot the observed population growth rates for the 36 populations followed 341 during 60 generations in fluctuating environments. Figure 2 ). These results suggest that the maternal effect is stronger when the offspring 374 experience the more stressful environment. 375 We further examined models accounting for 3 generation effects. have strong overlap in their posterior distributions ( Figure S5) . One effect stands out, 384 however, in that individuals whose grandmother experienced anoxia tend to have higher 385 growth rates, especially when they themselves experience normoxia.
386
Taken together, the inference results and the model validation suggest that model Just as in the AME models, we infer a clear effect of the current environment on 393 population growth in the carryover model ( Figure 3) . We also inferred a significant 394 carryover effect in that the carryover parameter's posterior distribution does not overlap 395 with 0. In addition the environment-specific parameters for the degree of carryover (λ A 396 and λ N ) have a ratio that is significantly different from 0 ( Figure 3C ). This implies 397 that epigenetic resetting happens more rapidly in normoxia than in anoxia, in general 398 agreement with the AME models ( Figure S8 ). In particular, the parameter describing 399 the return towards the normoxic phenotypic state, λ N , is near 1, implying that there is 400 little phenotypic "memory" in the normoxic environment.
401
The paired posterior distributions ( Figure S9) shows that the carryover effect and 
Maternal Environnment Effect Posterior Density
Figure 2: Posterior distribution information for the environment specific modes for model 4. The posterior distributions following MCMC sampling are shown, with the 95% intervals shaded. Panel A shows the environment specific effects on the mode of the Gamma distribution, which is scaled in terms of number of offspring. Panel B shows the effect of the maternal environment on the mode for individuals in anoxia and normoxia, expressed as the log of the ratio of the modes. Thus peak labeled NN/AN represents the increase These were generated by using the paired parameters samples from the posterior, thus accounting for any correlations among parameters in the posterior samples.
We found that the carryover model performed better than the AME models for data 418 points that came from longer runs of a single environment, reinforcing the idea that the 419 carryover model captures subtle effects of longer term historical effects ( Figure S12 ).
420
Even though the carryover model has much higher support than the AME model 4, 421 they produce similar outcomes in terms of their general effects. This can happen because 422 the carryover model does a better job of predicting the variability in the data, even 423 if both models predict similar average responses. To illustrate this, we compared the 424 population growth rate predicted by the two models when a population experiences a 425 repeating sequence of two generations of normoxia followed by two generations of anoxia. 426 We sampled parameters from the posterior distribution and simulated the population 427 growth and then summarized the data based on how many generations in a row of 428 anoxia or normoxia had occured. The pattern of growth factor change is quite similar 429 for the two models, and also shows a reasonable quantitative fit to the empirical data 430 ( Figure S11 ). The effect of the current environment on the mode is notates as N/A(mode), while the degree that carryover depends on environment is shown as N/A(λ). We transform the parameters as the log ratio of the normoxic to anoxic parameter value for each posterior draw. There is a strong effect of both the current environment on growth rate and of the environment on the rate of epigenetic reprogramming.
Forecasting population viability 432
We used the inferred parameters to conduct simulations of the geometric mean fitness in 433 a range of possible environmental variability patterns. We found that regardless of the 434 mode of inheritance, the main effect of the environmental autocorrelation at lag 1 is that 435 increased positive autocorrelation causes a decrease in geometric mean fitness ( Figure   436 5). This is because multiple anoxia generations in a row decreases fitness more than 437 multiple normoxia generations in a row increases fitness. Despite the inferred carryover 438 effects for longer than two generations, we find no relation between the geometric mean 439 growth rate and the environmental autocorrelation at lag 2, when the environmental 440 correlation at lag 1 is fixed at zero ( Figure S13 ). to fit the model, with the effect of location regressed out (note that model specific location effects are used, thus the height of the empirical values differ slightly between plot elements). The red dots are the empirically observed values from experiments using sequences 11 and 19 that were not used to fit the models.
Discussion

442
We employed a highly replicated set of experiments to fit competing models of trans-443 generational inheritance in order to explain population growth dynamics in fluctuating 444 environments. In the experimental life cycle, larval to adult population size was held 445 constant while populations were exposed to fluctuating oxygen level conditions during 446 embryogenesis and initial larval growth. This design feature allowed us to separate the 447 effects of the environments where development until maturity takes place from those of 448 transgenerational inheritance of maternal phenotypes.
449
Similar approaches to ours have long been used in natural and experimental popula-450 tions to infer the effects of population subdivision (including age and life history stage 451 structure), competitive exclusion, predation, pathogen infection or resource allocation, 452 e.g., (Mueller and Joshi, 2000; Lande et al., 2003 Lande et al., , 2006 Chevin et al., 2015) . Hence, one 
463
Our analysis provides strong evidence for an effect of the maternal and the grand 464 maternal environment. First, AME models that include an influence of the maternal 465 environment have much better likelihood and LOO-IC scores. Second, our AME 466 models with maternal environmental effects shows distinct posterior distributions for 467 the inferred fitness affects in the four possible pairs of maternal-offspring environment.
468
For offspring facing either environment, population growth is higher when the maternal 469 environment is the permissive normoxic environment. Third, we found even stronger 470 support for our carryover model that allows for multi-generation accumulation of the 471 environmental history. Each of these points towards the presence of transgenerational 472 inheritance of phenotypes that persist at least through the maternal and grand maternal 473 generations. Differentiating anticipatory maternal and grand maternal developmental 474 and physiological mechanisms as defined in AME models from carryover mechanisms is 475 an empirical challenge, and is difficult because AME and carryover will only differ in 476 the degree of phenotypic expression (penetrance) at the individual level of analysis and 477 in the fraction of the progeny that will inherit maternal phenotypes at the population Foundation (NSF) supported facility (DMR-1121053, CNS-0960316). SD was a fellow of Noble, L., Chelo, I. M., Guzella, T., Afonso, B., Riccardi, D., Ammerman, P., Pino- Table 1 : Model fit statistics. We report both the elpd-LOO and the estimated standard error of the elpd-LOO. The LOO-IC is simple -2*elpd-LOO. Model comparison implemented in the loo package uses elpd-LOO values that have not been multiplied by 2, and we report these directly for comparison with the estimated standard error. Highlighted models have an improvement in the elpd-LOO that substantially exceeds the standard error. AME model 4 and the carryover model were used for the additional analyses.
Model
Figure S1: Left plot shows the autocorrelation function of the 6 environmental sequences of normoxia and anoxia oxygen level conditions employed in the experiments, as calculated with the acf function in R. We designed sequences controlling for the probability of environmental conditions being repeated between maternal and offspring generations (ρ 1 ) and between grand maternal and offspring generations (ρ 2 ), each scenario being represented twice, with 6 replicate populations facing each one of them (total of 36 populations followed during 60 generations). Right plot shows the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation functions of the environmental sequences, as the cumulative sine periodogram over period. We used the spectrum and cpgram functions in R to calculate these periodograms (Venables and Ripley, 2002) . The pattern of environmental fluctuations can be characterized in terms of the light spectrum decomposition, with predominance of short period fluctuations indicating "blue" environments and predominance of long term fluctuations indicating"red" environments (Ruokolainen et al., 2009 ). Lack of a predominance of fluctuations over any period is shown as a dashed line. Figure S2 : Photographs of the apparatus employed in the experiments. Left, boxes containing Petri dish plates with embryos obtained from harvesting 10 4 adult hermaphrodites from each population, without E. coli food. Employment of GasPack EZ sachets ensured anoxia conditions during embryogenesis and larval growth until starvation-arrested L1. After 16h-18h in anoxia, or in normoxia conditions, 10 3 live L1s were seeded into each of 10 Petri dish plates with food, per population, for initiation of a new generation. For three days these plates were maintained under our regular lab protocols, except that starting 48h after L1 seeding, and for a period of 12h, maternal hermaphrodites were exposed to a reliable or unreliable blue light cue of offspring anoxia conditions (right panel). Growth Factor Posterior Density Figure S3 : The environment specific modes for population growth rate for AME model 3. The posterior distributions following MCMC sampling are shown, with the 95% intervals shaded. Figure S11: The environment specific growth rate outcomes of the AME and carryover models. We considered a repeating sequence of N-N-A-A environments and sampled parameters 500 times from the posterior distribution. We calculated the growth factor after one or two generations in Anoxia and Normoxia (A1, A2, N1, N2). Overlaid are the empirically observed distributions of the growth factors, where we have grouped all observations based on whether it is the first generation in that environment. Thus the empirical data have heterogeneity in the history earlier than the maternal generation which is not present in the simulated data. The location values were regressed out of the empirical data. Figure S12 : Plots of the difference between pointwise LOO values for the carryover model and AME model 4. We grouped data by the number of generations in a row that preceded the focal generation and extracted the pointwise LOO density. The plots show the difference between the pointwise LOO density for the carryover model and model. This difference in pointwise LOO values between the models represents the degree to which the fit of a single point contributes to the LOO score of that model. Larger positive values mean that the point contributes more to the total difference between the carryover model and model 4, in effect signaling that the fits of these points are the points most responsible for the overall advantage enjoyed by the carryover model. Data are separated by the current environment, where 0 is normoxia and 1 is anoxia. Points are colored to represent the degree to which the growth rate in the focal generation differed from the average growth rate in that environment. Regression lines show that increased time in a single environment produces a better fit by the carryover model. Figure S13 : Population viability in response to the type of environmental variation, as defined by the autocorrelation at lag 2 and only for sequences where lag 1 autocorrelation is zero. We calculated the geometric mean growth rate from forward simulations using AME model 4 (magenta) and the carryover model (green). Curves are quadratic fits, with shaded areas being the 95% credible intervals. Model 1 Baseline growth factor mode 1 mode 1 mode 1 mode 1 mode 1 mode 1 mode 1 mode 1 Model 2 Phenotypic plasticity mode 1 mode 1 mode 1 mode 1 mode 2 mode 2 mode 2 mode 2 Model 3 Anoxia maternal effect mode 1 mode 1 mode 2 mode 2 mode 3 mode 3 mode 3 mode 3
Model 4 Normoxia and anoxia maternal effect mode 1 mode 1 mode 2 mode 2 mode 3 mode 3 mode 4 mode 4
Model 5 Anoxia grand maternal effect mode 1 mode 2 mode 3 mode 4 mode 5 mode 5 mode 5 mode 5
Model 8 Normoxia and anoxia grand maternal effect mode 1 mode 2 mode 3 mode 4 mode 5 mode 6 mode 7 mode 8 Table S1 : The table shows how the θ e parameters are related to each other. Models are named by the number of distinct parameters.
Model 1 has a single parameter, mode 1 that is the mode of the Gamma distribution for offspring production for each environmental history. Model 2 involves one parameter for offspring in anoxia and another for offsrping in normoxia. Model three allows for a parental effect when offspring are in anoxia, but not in normoxia. Model 4 includes parental effects in both offspring environments. Like Model 3, Model 5 allows for history to effect reproduction in anoxia, but not normoxia. Finally, Model 8 allows for distinct effects in each of the eight sequences of three generation environmental history. Models 6 and 7 have not been explored since they only assume grand maternal environmental effects.
